Winegard is excited to announce the launch of the new Pathway X2 Portable Automatic Antenna that works exclusively with DISH SD/HD programming. **The Pathway X2 is the ONLY automatic portable antenna CERTIFIED by DISH to work with 2 receivers.** With most RVs equipped with 2 or more TVs, this feature alone will provide great value to consumers.

**The Pathway X2 is truly the next generation in portable satellite TV antennas.**

- **Simple Setup** - Uses coax, no power cable needed.
- **Simple to Use** - 100% automatic. Runs through receiver’s on screen menu.
- **Versatile** - Stronger signal strength with larger reflector to use anywhere in US.
  - Only DISH approved portable that works with 2 receivers.
- **Ideal with Pay-as-you-go programming.** Activation available through Winegard.

**Features and Benefits**

Winegard’s Pathway X2 works exclusively with DISH HD technology and programming and future-proofs RVers who increasingly have more than one HDTV on board and want to watch locals in HD wherever they are.

**Please note:** Only the **one-TV configuration** guarantees the ability to watch locals in HD anywhere in the Continental United States since the **antenna can be pointed to either the Western or Eastern Arc satellite orbitals** (see the “Powerful” section below and the “Versatile” section on page 2). In the **two-TV mode**, the Pathway X2 automatically points to **72.7° only** which offers limited local viewership.

As a workaround, customers may purchase an over-the-air antenna and feed the antenna’s coaxial cable directly into the back of the ViP 211k receiver. The ViP 211z receiver requires the USB Digital OTA Tuner available from DISH for $30 on mydish.com in order to connect an over-the-air antenna. RVers also have the choices of calling DISH to change their service address based on where they are located to receive satellite locals or subscribing to Distant Network service channels from New York and San Francisco through AllAmericanDirect.com (company separately bills customers for this service).

**Powerful**

- Connect up to **two separate receivers** for independent channel viewing on two separate HD TVs at the same time
- **Larger reflector** supports viewing all local channels in HD in the Continental United States in one-TV mode
- One-TV mode: automatically points to either Western Arc satellite orbitals (110°, 119° and 129°) or Eastern Arc satellite orbitals (61.5°, 72.7° and 77°)
- Two-TV mode: automatically points to **72.7° only**

**Automatic, Easy Set Up**

- **Fully-automatic** (customer just picks the state location)
  - Automatically finds DISH satellite orbital locations
  - Self-installs faster than other automatic antennas
  - Start watching live HDTV in less than 15 minutes!
    - (initial setup takes longer as receiver requires activation and updating)
Pathway™ X2 Portable Automatic Satellite TV Antenna

**Portable and Lightweight**
- Weight: 16 pounds
- Reflector size: 18”
- Dimensions: 21” diameter, 15” stowed height, 20.75” fully deployed height
- Operating temperatures: -13° F (-25° C) to 140° F (60° C)
- Powered via coaxial cable from the primary receiver (120 volts AC)
- Integrated security handle

**Versatile**
- Uses the **Western Arc** (110°, 119° and 129°) orbital locations **AND** the **Eastern Arc** (61.5°, 72.7° and 77°) single orbitals
  - 2 TVs (a receiver on each TV)
    - Points to 72.7° Eastern Arc only
    - Single orbital location prevents channel/orbital conflicts between the receivers, so customers can enjoy seamless viewing simultaneously on two TVs
    - Primary receiver displays Mobile Antenna Setup screen so the customer just picks their state; the secondary receiver requires ordinary check switch test
  - 1 TV (one receiver)
    - Points to either 110°, 119° and 129° (Western Arc) OR 61.5°, 72.7° and 77° (Eastern Arc)
    - Channel changes will prompt antenna to point to required orbital
    - Customer receives **locals in HD wherever they camp.** Requires HD programming on account and availability of HD locals in the area.

**Exclusive**
- Only works with DISH
  - Only DISH offers HD for portable antennas
  - Only DISH offers **money-saving, pay-as-you-go TV!** DISH pay-as-you-go TV may be turned on or off on a monthly basis as needed.

**Pack-out Contents**
- 25-foot RG-6 coaxial cable
- User Manual, including warranty information (Winegard’s website has videos and online tutorials for the Pathway X2)
**DISH Programming**

- The Pathway X2 is **compatible only with DISH Solo HD receivers** -- ViP® 211, 211k, 211z and 411 (new and remanufactured 211z and remanufactured 211k inventory will be compatible with the Pathway X2 out of the box)
- **Winegard provides receivers and activation** for DISH Pay-as-you-go programming
- **Winegard DISH receiver hotline 1-866-609-9374** available Monday-Friday 7:30am – 5:30pm CST

---

**SIMPLE SETUP**

**Pathway™ X2**

**DISH Mobile HD Receiver**

(ViP® 211 Series) **required**

TV **(required, not included)**

---

---

**No Power Cable Needed**

(powerled by receiver)

---

**FAQS**

Q. **What satellite providers and satellites work with the Pathway X2 antenna?**
A. The Pathway X2 antenna is exclusively compatible with DISH programming. The antenna can receive programming from DISH eastern or western arcs. DISH eastern arc includes satellites 61.5°, 72°, and 77°; DISH western arc includes satellites 110°, 119°, and 129°.

Q. **Does the Pathway X2 antenna automatically toggle between satellites?**
A. Yes. As you change the channel, the Pathway X2 antenna will automatically toggle to the corresponding satellite with no manual adjustments.

Q. **Can I get HD service with the Pathway X2 antenna?**
A. HD programming is available. Keep in mind that in order to receive HD programming, you must have an HDTV as well as an activated HD receiver with an HD programming package (sold separately).

Q. **I have cable at home and don’t want to switch or pay for satellite programming all year. What are my options?**
A. DISH offers pay-as-you-go programming. There are no contracts and no commitments—simply pay for the months you would like satellite television service. Call 1-866-609-9374 to sign-up or visit www.winegard.com/dishnetwork for more information.
The foregoing (including without limitation, brief description(s) of certain terms and conditions applicable to each of the Promotional Programs named in this RetailerNews) may be subject to applicable Business Rules and/or different terms and conditions of your Retailer Agreement with DISH Network L.L.C., formerly known as EchoStar Satellite L.L.C. (“DISH”). In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the terms and conditions set forth in any applicable Business Rules or your Retailer Agreement and the terms and conditions set forth above, the terms and conditions of such Business Rules and/or such Retailer Agreement shall control. Programming packages and pricing are subject to change at Any Time in DISH’s Sole Discretion.

With respect to hardware purchased by a Retailer from Echosphere L.L.C. (“Echosphere”), all equipment discounts and other Incentives shall be paid by DISH subject to and in accordance with the terms and conditions of each participating Retailer’s Retailer Agreement and applicable Business Rules. With respect to hardware purchased by a Retailer from an Authorized Distributor, any and all equipment discounts and other Incentives shall be paid by the Authorized Distributor in accordance with and subject to the terms and conditions of your applicable agreement(s) with such Authorized Distributor. Notwithstanding anything set forth in this RetailerNews to the contrary, any and all references herein to equipment discounts and/or other Incentives shall apply solely and exclusively to Retailers who purchase their hardware from Echosphere. All capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this RetailerNews shall have the meanings ascribed to them in your Retailer Agreement.

**FAQs continued from page 3**

**Q. Where can I get a receiver and programming?**
A. For receivers and programming, call 1-866-609-9374 or visit www.winegard.com/receivers.

**Q. How many receivers can I hook up to the Pathway X2 antenna?**
A. The Pathway X2 antenna has two satellite outputs. Two single-tuner receivers can be hooked up to the antenna.

**Q. If I hook up two TVs to the antenna, can I watch any program on either TV?**
A. You can watch any program on either TV as long as the programs are on the same satellite.

**Q. What receivers are compatible with the Pathway X2 antenna?**
A. The Pathway X2 antenna must be used with a DISH Solo HD receiver. Examples of Solo HD receivers include DISH 211k, 211, 411, and 211z receivers.

**Q. Should I choose eastern or western arc during receiver setup?**
A. Generally, western arc will be available in almost all areas of the continental US. When in the eastern half of the US, the eastern arc may provide better look angles and possibly local channels if you are within your home market.

**Q. Do I need to go through all receiver setup steps every time I use the antenna?**
A. Every time the antenna is moved to a new location, you will need to complete receiver setup. Simply choose the number of receivers (one or two), eastern or western arc satellites (no selections need to be made if “Two” was selected for receivers), and the state that you are currently in. Then, select “Scan” to begin scanning for satellites.

**Q. What do I need to set up the Pathway X2 antenna?**
A. You will need a TV and an activated receiver with programming package. The antenna must be used with a DISH Solo HD receiver; examples include DISH 211k, 211, 411, and 211z receivers.

**Q. Is the Pathway X2 antenna compatible with the Carryout ladder mount?**
A. No—the antenna is not compatible with the Carryout ladder mount. Installing the antenna on the Carryout ladder mount on a moving vehicle may lead to serious injury and/or equipment and property damage.

**Q. Is the Pathway X2 antenna compatible with the TR-1518 tripod mount?**
A. Yes, the Pathway X2 antenna is compatible with the TR-1518 tripod mount. However, the Pathway X2 antenna accommodates two locations for the rubber support feet. In order for the Pathway X2 antenna to be placed on the TR-1518, the feet must be in the inside position.

www.winegard.com/pathway